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HOLLOW PRODUCT, FLUID PROCESSING SYSTEM
AND JOINING METHOD OF HOLLOW MEMBERS

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a hollow product, a fluid processing system and a joining method of hollow members, and more particularly, to a hollow product comprising joined hollow members for allowing fluid to flow therein, a fluid processing system comprising joined hollow members, at least one of the hollow members having a processing function portion which carried out a predetermined processing with respect to fluid flowing therein. The invention also relates to a joining method for joining hollow members to each other.

Background of the Invention

As a hollow product for allowing fluid to flow therein, an exhaust system for flowing and discharging exhaust gas, or the fluid, is connected to a combustion engine such as an internal combustion engine for a vehicle. As shown in Fig. 19, the exhaust system comprises hollow members such as an exhaust manifold 1, a catalyst converter 2, a pipe 3, a pre-muffler 4 and a main muffler 5. The catalyst converter 2 purifies the exhaust gas discharged from a combustion engine and which flows from the exhaust manifold
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by causing chemical reactions such as oxidation and reduction of
the exhaust gas to take place. The pre-muffler 4 and the main
muffler 5 bring high-pressure exhaust gas flowing from the
catalyst converter 2 and the pipe 3 close to atmospheric pressure
for reducing noise.

The hollow members such as the exhaust manifold 1, the catalyst
converter 2, the pipe 3, the pre-muffler 4 and the main muffler 5
are detachably connected to an adjacent hollow members so that the
hollow member can easily be replaced by another member when it is
damaged. Therefore, the hollow members are provided at ends of
containers or connection pipes with flange members capable of
being fastened by means of bolts, and thus the hollow members are
formed into one unit.

Fig. 20 shows related art for joining a flange member 11' as one
hollow member to the other hollow member 10' such as a connection
pipe. In this related art, a plate is formed with a hole to form
the hollow flange member 11', the hollow member 10' such as the
connection pipe is inserted through the flange member 11', and the
two members are joined to each other by cladding welding.

For example, Japanese Patent Applications Laid-open No. 9-234877,
No. 10-29077, No. 9-242540 and No. 63-132790 disclose a technique
for joining ends of pipe-like hollow members in their longitudinal
direction by friction welding.

This Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 63-132790
discloses a manufacturing method for a rotation shaft wherein an
end surface of a pipe-like rotation shaft constituent member is friction welded to an end surface of another pipe-like rotation shaft constituent member so as to form a rotation shaft body. In this method, the rotation shaft constituent members are friction welded to each other in a state where a core member for preventing generation of burrs is inserted into the pipes of the rotation shaft constituent members, and. This publication describes that this core member is formed such that its outer diameter is substantially the same as an inner diameter of the rotation shaft constituent member. The publication also describes that the core member is inserted into the pipe of the rotation shaft constituent member which is held in its stationary state before the friction welding operation.

Japanese Patent Publication No. 2957163 discloses an exhaust system part of a double heat insulation structure comprising an inner pipe whose opposite ends are reduced in diameter in a tapered state and an outer pipe whose opposite ends are reduced in diameter in a tapered state, wherein the inner and outer pipes are disposed with a gap interposed therebetween. This publication also discloses a manufacturing method of the exhaust system part. In this publication, there are described that "tip ends of both tapered diameter-reduced portions of the outer pipe are extended by a spinning roller to push the tip ends against an outer peripheral surface of a connecting portion of the inner pipe for plastically deforming the tip ends, and the extended connecting
portion and a connecting portion of the inner pipe are connected to each other, thereby integrally forming the inner and outer pipes," or that "a shock absorbing member is interposed between steps formed on connecting portions of the inner and outer pipes by drawing, thereby preventing the inner and outer pipes from coming into contact with each other by oscillation, the inner and outer pipes are allowed to slide relatively in their axial direction so that a stress caused by difference in temperature, and therefore in coefficient of thermal expansion, between the inner and outer pipes is moderated to enhance the durability" (paragraph numbers are 0024, 0029 and 0030).

Among the above conventional techniques, the one shown in Fig. 20 for cladding welding the plate materials constituting the flange members and the pipe inserted into the holes of the flange members has a problem that a weight of the hollow product is increased due to the cladding by welding. This problem is serious especially in the case of an exhaust system of a moving body having an internal combustion engine such as an automobile. Further, in this related art, it is necessary to take protective measures such as a cover for protecting the hollow member and a welding apparatus from spatter generated at the time of cladding by welding, and there is a problem that equipment cost is increased. Furthermore, in this related art, when the hollow product is used for allowing fluid to flow therein, in order to reliably secure the air-tightness against fluid flowing in the
hollow product, it is necessary to continuously carry out the cladding by welding over the entire periphery, and there is a problem that joining quality by highly professional welding is required. Further, there is a problem that the quality of the joined hollow members is varied due to thermal effect by the welding.

Further, among the above conventional techniques, the one for joining the pipes by friction welding has a problem that the joining quality is unstable when end surfaces of relatively thin hollow members are joined. As shown in Fig. 21, in Japanese Patent Applications Laid-open No. 9-234877, No. 10-29077 and No. 9-242540, a burr is generated not only on outer sides of hollow members 30' and 31', but also on inner sides thereof due to the friction welding. When the hollow product is used for allowing the fluid therein to carry out a predetermined processing, since the burr generated on the inner side projecting therefrom becomes a flow resistance of the fluid deteriorating the flow efficiency, it is necessary to remove the burr. However, as described in Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 63-132790 also, it is difficult to remove the burr generated on the inner side. Therefore, in the related art for joining the pipes by friction welding, it was not possible to enhance the flow efficiency of fluid flowing in the hollow member. The core member in Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 63-132790 is merely inserted into the pipe of the rotation shaft constituent member, and there is no
description concerning whether the core member is pulled out from
the rotation shaft constituent member after the friction welding
of the rotation shaft constituent members, or the core member is
left therein.

Among the above conventional techniques, in Japanese Patent
Publication No. 2957163, the connecting portion of the outer pipe
is connected to the connecting portion of the inner pipe directly
or through a shock absorbing member merely by drawing using the
spinning roller. Therefore, there is a problem that the
connection between the inner and outer pipes is weak.

Disclosure of the Invention

The invention has been accomplished in view of the above
problems, and it is an object of the invention to provide a light-
weight hollow product in which hollow members are easily and
reliably joined to each other without generating a burr on an
inner side of the hollow product and fluid can flow in the hollow
product efficiently. It is another object of the invention to
provide a fluid processing system for subjecting the fluid flowing
in the hollow product to a predetermined processing, and to
provide a joining method of the hollow members.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided
a hollow product comprising hollow members joined to each other
for allowing fluid to flow therein, wherein one of the hollow
member is formed with a joining portion to be joined to the other hollow member by spinning working.

According to this aspect, since the one hollow member is formed with the joining portion by the spinning working, it is possible to provide a light-weight hollow product having excellent flow efficiency in which the joining portion is stably and reliably formed over the entire periphery of the one hollow member.

In the above aspect, the joining portion of the one hollow member formed by the spinning working can be joined to the other hollow member by friction welding.

With this arrangement, since the joining portion formed on the one hollow member is joined to the other hollow member by friction welding, it is possible to provide a hollow product for allowing the fluid to flow therein in which the hollow member is easily and reliably joined over the entire periphery without being affected by the thickness of the hollow member and a weight of the hollow product is reduced.

In the above aspect, any of the hollow members can be extended so as to be disposed in the joining portion.

With this arrangement, since any of the hollow members can be extended so as to be disposed radially inward of the joining portion, burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding. Also, because the inside is formed continuously, it is possible to provide a hollow product having higher flow efficiency of the fluid.
Here, the joining portion can be formed such as to project outward in the intermediate portion of the one hollow member, the one hollow member can be inserted into the other hollow member, and the joining portion of the one hollow member can be joined to the other hollow member by the friction welding. A portion of the one hollow member from the connecting portion toward the tip end is located radially inward of the friction welding portion. Therefore, a burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding.

Further, the joining portion is formed at an intermediate portion of the one hollow member stepwisely such as to be reduced in diameter toward the tip end, the one hollow member is inserted into the other hollow member, and the joining portion stepwisely formed on the one hollow member is joined to the tip end of the other hollow member by friction welding. With this structure, since the one hollow member is located radially inward of the friction welding portion, a burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding.

Further, the joining portion may be formed such that the tip end thereof is increased in diameter wider than the intermediate portion of the one hollow member, the other hollow member is inserted into the one hollow member, and the diameter-increased tip end of the one hollow member and a portion of the other hollow member corresponding to the tip end are joined by the friction welding. Since the portion of the other hollow member from the
connecting portion toward the tip end is located radially inward of the friction welding portion, a burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding.

According to a second aspect of the invention, there is provided a fluid processing system comprising hollow members joined to each other, at least one of which is a hollow member having a processing function portion for subjecting fluid flowing into the hollow member to a predetermined processing, wherein one of the hollow member is formed with a joining portion to be joined to the other hollow member by spinning working.

According to the second aspect, since the one hollow member is formed with the joining portion to be joined to the other hollow member by the spinning working, it is possible to provide a lightweight fluid processing system having excellent flow efficiency in which the joining portion is stably and reliably formed over the entire periphery of the one hollow member.

In the above aspect, the joining portion of the one hollow member formed by the spinning working can be joined to the other hollow member by friction welding.

With this arrangement, since the joining portion formed on the one hollow member is joined to the other hollow member by friction welding, it is possible to provide a fluid processing system for subjecting the fluid flowing in the hollow member to a predetermined processing in which the hollow member is easily and reliably joined over the entire periphery regardless of the
thickness of the hollow member, a weight of the hollow product is reduced, and the flow efficiency of the fluid is enhanced.

Further, any of the hollow members can be extended so as to be disposed radially inward of the joining portion.

With this arrangement, burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding, and the inside is formed continuously. Therefore, it is possible to provide a fluid processing system having higher flow efficiency of the fluid.

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for joining hollow members to each other for allowing fluid to flow therein, comprising the steps of: forming a joining portion on one of the hollow members by spinning working; and joining the joining portion of the one hollow member to the other hollow member by friction welding.

With the third aspect, the one hollow member is formed with the joining portion by the spinning working, and then the joining portion of the one hollow member and the other hollow member are joined to each other by friction welding. Thus, it is possible to provide a joining method of hollow members in which the hollow members are easily and reliably joined to each other over the entire periphery regardless of the thickness of the hollow member, and the flow efficiency of the fluid is excellent with reduced weight.

In the above aspect, in the step for joining the hollow member
by friction welding, the joining portion can be formed on the one hollow member so that either one of the hollow members is disposed radially inward the joining portion.

With this arrangement, since one of the hollow members is extended so as to be disposed radially inward of the joining portion, burr is prevented from being generated inside the hollow product due to the friction welding, and the inside is formed continuously. Therefore, it is possible to provide a joining method of hollow members having higher flow efficiency of the fluid.

Further, at least one of the hollow members can have a processing function portion for subjecting fluid flowing in hollow member to a predetermined processing.

With this arrangement, it is possible to provide a joining method of hollow members which can be applied for manufacturing a fluid processing system for subjecting fluid flowing in the joined hollow members to a predetermined processing.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is an explanatory view showing a state in which a flange member as a hollow member to which the invention is applied is subjected to burring processing to form a joining portion;

Fig. 2 is a front view of a burring apparatus;

Fig. 3 is a plan view of the apparatus shown in Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is an explanatory view for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each step according to a first embodiment;

Fig. 5 is an enlarged explanatory view showing the friction welding shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is an explanatory view of a modification of the first embodiment of the invention in which a margin necessary for the friction welding is 1.5 times with respect to a plate thickness of a joining portion of a container of a catalyst converter;

Fig. 7 is an enlarged explanatory view showing the friction welding shown in Fig. 6;

Fig. 8 is a sectional view for explaining a support apparatus which arranges and supports one hollow member and the other hollow member such that center axes thereof coincide with a coaxial extension line, and Fig. 8 shows a state before joining portions of both hollow members are joined to each other by friction welding;

Fig. 9 is an explanatory view for showing a state in which the joining portions of both the hollow members are joined to each other by the friction welding from the state shown in Fig. 8;

Fig. 10 is a sectional view for explaining a state in which a catalyst converter to which the flange member is joined is connected to a flange of another structure;

Fig. 11 is an explanatory view for showing a state in which the flange member is connected at a predetermined phase, to a container of the catalyst converter which is formed such that it
is deviated in angle;

Fig. 12 is an explanatory view for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each step according to a second embodiment;

Fig. 13 is an explanatory views for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each steps according to a third embodiment;

Fig. 14 is an enlarged sectional view showing a state before friction welding of a modification of an embodiment shown in Fig. 13 is carried out;

Fig. 15 is an explanatory view showing a state in which the joining portions of both hollow members are connected to each other by friction welding from the state shown in Fig. 13;

Fig. 16 is an explanatory view for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each step according to a fourth embodiment;

Fig. 17 is an explanatory view for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each step according to a fifth embodiment;

Fig. 18 is an explanatory view for sequentially showing shapes of the hollow member in each step according to a sixth embodiment;

Fig. 19 is a perspective view of an exhaust system for a vehicle to which the invention is applied, the system being separated into each constituent unit;

Fig. 20 is a sectional view for explaining related art in which a flange member is joined by cladding by welding; and
Fig. 21 is a sectional view for explaining a state in which a burr is generated also on an inner side by joining a hollow member by a conventional friction welding.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

A first embodiment of the invention will be explained in detail based on Figs. 1 to 11. In this embodiment, an exhaust system of an engine of a vehicle as shown in Fig. 19 comprises a catalyst converter 2 (one of hollow members) which is one constituent unit for causing chemical reaction such as oxidation-reduction with respect to exhaust gas discharged from the engine and flowing through an exhaust manifold, thereby purifying the exhaust gas. The exhaust system also comprises a container 10 in which a catalyst carrier 12 (see Fig. 10) of the catalyst converter 2 as a processing function portion is accommodated. The container 10 comprises an accommodating portion 10a, cone portions 10b whose diameters are gradually reduced from the accommodating portion 10a, small-diameter connecting portions 10c connected to the accommodating portion 10a through the cone portions 10b. A method for joining the connecting portions 10c and the flanges 11 (other hollow members) to be fastened to flanges 21 of other constituent units 1 and 3 will be explained.

The catalyst converter 2 which is the one constituent unit of the exhaust system as the hollow product of the invention is
formed such that the one hollow member (connecting portion 10c of the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 in which the catalyst carrier 12 is accommodated) is formed, by spinning working, with a joining portion 15 to be joined to a joining portion 16 of the other hollow member (flange member 11). Further, the joining portion 15 which was formed by spinning working is joined to the joining portion 16 of the other hollow member (flange member 11) by friction welding. One of the one hollow member (connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter) and the other hollow member (flange member 11) is extended such that one of them is disposed radially inward of the joining portions 15 and 16.

The joining method of the hollow members 10 and 11 of the invention comprises a step for forming the joining portion 15 on the one hollow member (connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter in which the catalyst carrier 12 is accommodated) by spinning working, and a step for joining this joining portion 15 and the joining portion 16 (of the flange member 11) of the other hollow member by friction welding. In the spinning working step, one of the one hollow member (connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter) and the other hollow member (flange member 11) is extended such that one of them is disposed radially inward of the joining portions 15 and 16.

As shown in Fig. 1, the flange member 11 is formed such that a
plate material which was formed into a predetermined shape is formed with a hole 20 and a periphery of the hole 20 is subjected to burring, thereby forming the flange member 11 into a hollow structure through which the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter can be inserted (in the case of this embodiment), and a portion thereof projects from one surface of the flange member 11. In this embodiment, the portion projecting from one surface of the flange member 11 constitutes the joining portion 16 which is to be joined to the joining portion of the catalyst converter which is formed as will be described later. As shown in Fig. 10, the flange member 11 is formed with an annular groove 11a for accommodating a seal member 53 to keep the air-tightness when the flange member 11 is abutted against and fastened to a flange member 51 which is another constituent unit by means of bolts 52. As shown in Fig. 10, the flange members 11 and 51 are such that one 11 of the flange members on the side of the catalyst converter 2 is formed with holes 11b through which the bolts 52 are inserted, and the other one 51 is formed with female screw holes 51a through which the bolts 52 are threaded.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, one example of an apparatus for carrying out the burring working comprises a spindle 60 for retaining a plate material which will become the flange member 11 and for rotating the plate material around the hole 20, and a burring tool 61 which moves in a direction of rotational axis and
a radial direction of the spindle 60. The spindle 60 includes a pulley 65 around which and a pulley 63 connected to a motor 62 is wound a belt 64, and a chuck 66 for retaining the plate material which will become the flange member 11. The burring apparatus includes an axially moving table 69 which is moved by a feed screw mechanism 68 driven by a servo motor 67, and a radially moving table 72 which is provided on the axially moving table 69 and moved by a feed screw mechanism 71 driven by a servo motor 70. The burring tool 61 is supported by the radially moving table 72. If the motor 62 is driven to rotate the spindle 60 through the belt 64, the plate material which will become the flange member 11 grasped by the chuck 66 is rotated around the previously formed hole 20. In this state, the servo motor 67 is driven to move the axially moving table 69 forward (move the table leftward in Figs. 2 and 3), and the burring tool 61 is inserted into the hole 20 of the plate material which will become the flange member 11 such that the burring tool 61 does not contact the hole 20 as shown in Fig. 1A. The servo motor 70 is driven to move the radially moving table 72 outward in the radial direction, thereby bringing the burring tool 61 into contact with an inner periphery of the hole 20 of the plate material which will become the flange member 11. In this state, the servomotor 67 is driven to move the axially moving table 69 backward (rightward in Figs. 2 and 3), and the inner periphery of the hole 20 is formed such that the inner periphery projects toward one side. By repeating the above steps,
the hole 20 can be formed into a size allowing the connecting portion 10c of the catalyst converter 2 to be inserted into the hole 20, and the hole 20 is formed such that the joining portion 16 projects from one surface of the flange member 11. The burring apparatus is not limited to the embodiment shown in Figs. 2 and 3, as far as the burring tool can be relatively revolved around the hole 20 formed in the plate material which will become the flange member 11.

As shown in Fig. 4, the container 10 of the catalyst converter integrally comprises the tapered cone portion 10b tapered from the accommodating portion 10a of the catalyst carrier 12 toward the opposite ends and the reduced-diameter connecting portions 10c disposed at the opposite ends by repeatedly spinning working the pipe-like blank having a size capable of accommodating the catalyst carrier 12 while revolving a forming roller 81 relatively with respect to the pipe-like blank. In this invention, as shown in Fig. 4A, by pinning working the pipe-like blank, at lest one cone portion 10b and the connecting portion 10c are formed into substantially the final shape and size, and as shown in Fig. 4B, a portion of each of the connecting portions 10c from the cone portion 10b to an axially intermediate portion of the connecting portion 10c are further drawn into a finally desired outer diameter and then, the forming roller 81 is once retreated radially outward. Then, as shown in Fig. 4C, the forming roller 81 is moved from the tip end of the connecting portion 10c to the
axially intermediate portion, and that portion is drawn into the finally desired outer diameter. The portion of the connecting portion 10c on the side of the cone portion 10b and the tip end are reduced in diameter, and a material of the blank is gathered toward the axially intermediate portion of the connecting portion 10c at the time of diameter reduction. Therefore, the annular joining portion 15 is reliably formed at the axially intermediate portion of the connecting portion 10c over the entire periphery so as to project radially outward. An amount of projection of the joining portion 15 radially outward can be adjusted by a diameter reducing amount of the connecting portion 10c on the side of the cone portion 10b and the tip end side of the connecting portion 10c toward the axially intermediate portion, and a gathering amount of the material.

Next, as shown in Fig. 4D, the pipe-like blank which will become the container 10 of the catalyst converter formed with the connecting portion 10c having one of the cone portions 10b and the joining portion 15, and the flange member 11 formed with the joining portion 16 by burring working are arranged and supported by a support apparatus 82 such that center axes thereof coincide with the coaxial extension line. The support apparatus 82 includes a chuck 90 for holding the flange member 11 mounted to a spindle (not shown) rotated about its axis and a shaft 92 pivoted by a bearing 91 provided at a center of the chuck 90. The flange member 11 held by the chuck 90 and the shaft 92 can relatively
rotate. The shaft 92 is formed into such a size that the shaft 92 can be insertingly fit into the connecting portion 10c at the end of the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 for supporting the same. A tip end of the shaft 92 is tapered to form an angle of about 5 to 15° with respect to an inner peripheral surface of the connecting portion 10c. In the case of this embodiment, the connecting portion 10c formed at the end of the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 is non-rotatably clamped and fixed by a clamper 93 as shown in Figs. 4D and 4E. The spindle (not shown) provided with the chuck 90 and the shaft 92 as well as the clamper 93 for clamping the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 can move relatively in the axial direction.

In a state in which the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter is non-rotatably clamped by the clamper 93 and the flange member 11 is held by the chuck 90, if the spindle (not shown) provided with the chuck 90 is rotated about its axis thereby rotating the flange member 1, the flange member 11 and the container 10 of the catalyst converter are relatively moved closer to each other in the axial direction while rotating the flange member 11, the shaft 92 is first inserted from the end of the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter, and the flange member 11 are aligned to each other. Since the shaft 92 is rotatably supported independent from the flange member 11 held by the chuck 90, the shaft 92 does not rotate relative to the clamped container 10 of the catalyst
converter. Accordingly, friction heat does not generate between
the container 10 of the catalytic converter and the shaft 92.
Therefore, even if a thickness $t$ of the container 10 of the
catalyst converter is thin, it is possible to prevent the
container 10 of the catalyst converter from being melted and
damaged by the friction heat.

If the container 10 of the catalyst converter and the flange
member 11 are relatively moved closer to each other in the axial
direction, the connecting portion 10c of the container of the
catalyst converter is inserted into the flange member 11. As
shown in Figs. 4E, 5 or 9, contacted end surfaces of both joining
portions 15 and 16 are softened by applying a pushing force to a
predetermined margin $Y$ with a predetermined upset pressure,
thereby carrying out the friction welding. By carrying out the
friction welding, burrs are generated on both joining portions 15
and 16. In this invention, however, since the joining portion 15
is formed at the axially intermediate portion of the connecting
portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter, i.e.,
since a portion 10d between the joining portion 15 and the tip end
of the connecting portion 10c extends to a position inside of the
flange member 11 when the connecting portion 10c of the container
of the catalyst converter is inserted into the flange member 11
for carrying out the friction welding, the portion 10d is disposed
radially inward of the joining portions 15 and 16. Therefore, the
burr is generated only outside in the radial direction of both the
joining portions 15 and 16, and no burr is generated inside the catalyst converter 2. The burr generated outside in the radial direction of both the joining portions 15 and 16 can easily be removed if necessary. The container 10 of the catalyst converter and the joining portions 15 and 16 of the flange 11 are joined air-tightly over the entire periphery by carrying out the friction welding.

Here, as shown in Fig. 7, if the margin Y which is necessary for the friction welding is 1.5 time greater than the thickness t of the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter, it is difficult to form the joining portion 15 having the axial thickness corresponding to the margin Y only by the diameter reducing amount of the connecting portion 10c from its portion on the side of the cone portion 10b and its portion from the tip end toward the axially intermediate portion, and by the gathering amount of the material. Therefore, in such a case, as shown in Fig. 6A, an annular projection 15' projecting radially outward is formed on the axially intermediate portion of the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter such that its projecting amount is greater than that of the joining portion 15 shown in Figs. 4 and 5, and the spinning working is carried out such that the projection 15' is inclined toward the tip end of the joining portion by the forming roller as shown in Fig. 6B. With this arrangement, as shown in Figs. 7A and 7B, it is possible to form the joining portion 15 having the axial
thickness 1.5 time greater than the thickness t capable of sufficiently corresponding to the margin Y necessary for the friction welding.

This invention is not limited to the above embodiment, and the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 and both the joining portions 15 and 16 of the flange member 11 may be relatively rotated. In this friction welding, it is preferable that the relative rotation number and pushing speed of the flange member 11 and the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter are kept constant until plastic flowing layers are formed on abutting surfaces of both the joining portions 15 and 16 and then, the relative rotation number is reduced at a predetermined speed-reduction ratio until the rotation is stopped, and the pushing force is stopped thereafter.

If the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 is formed at its one side with the cone portion 10b and the connecting portion 10c by the spinning working, the catalyst carrier 12 is inserted from the other side end. This other side ends is subjected to the spinning working similarly, and the cone portion 10b and the connecting portion 10c are integrally formed. The other side connecting portion 10c is also formed with the same joining portion 15, and this joining portion 15 is joined to the joining portion 16 of the flange member 11 by friction welding. In the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 of the embodiment shown in Figs. 4 to 7, the one joining portion 15 is joined such as to
slightly project from the flange member 11. Therefore, as shown in Figs. 10, the other constituent unit to be connected to the connecting portion 10c is joined such as to slightly project from the tip end of a connecting portion 50 of the hollow member such as a pipe of the other constituent unit. Thus, when the flange members 11 and 51 are fastened to each other, ends of both connecting portions 10c and 50 abut against each other in the flange member 51 of the other constituent unit.

In addition to the above-described embodiment, the invention can also be applied to a state in which the axis of the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter is inclined with respect to the axis of the accommodating portion 10a of the catalyst carrier 12 at a predetermined angle as shown in Fig. 11. In this case, at the time of the friction welding, by setting the phase for stopping the relative rotation of the flange member 11 with respect to the connecting portion 10c, it is possible to join the flange member 11 at a phase position set with respect to the inclined catalyst converter 2 so that the flange member 11 can coincide with the phase of the flange member 51 of the other constituent unit.

Next, a second embodiment of the invention will be explained based on Fig. 12. In the following description, only portion different from the above embodiment will be explained, and the same or corresponding portions will be designated with the same symbols, and explanation thereof will be omitted.
In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 12A, the pipe-like blank is subjected to spinning working so that at least one of the cone portion 10b and the connecting portion 10c is formed into the final shape and size as shown in Fig. 12B. Then, as shown in Fig. 12C, the connecting portion 10c from its axially intermediate portion to the tip end portion 10d is reduced in diameter to such a degree that the connecting portion 10c can be inserted into the flange member 11 by means of the spinning working, thereby drawing a step-like joining portion 15 over its entire periphery. The radial size of the step-like joining portion 15 of the connecting portion 10c is set such that the connecting portion 10c can be inserted into the flange member 11 and the connecting portion 10c can be friction welded to an end face projecting from one surface of the flange member 11 which will become the joining portion 16. Then, as shown in Fig. 12D, the flange member 11 formed with the joining portion 16 and the pipe-like blank which will become the container 10 of the catalyst converter 2 formed with the connecting portion 10c having the one cone portion 10b and the joining portion 15 are disposed by the support apparatus such that the center axes thereof coincide with the coaxial extension line. In a state in which the container 10 of the catalyst converter is clamped and fixed by a clamper 93, the flange member 11 is moved in the axial direction while being rotated, the flange member 11 is insertingly fit outside the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter. Then, as shown in Fig. 12E,
the friction welding is carried out for softening and welding the contacted end surfaces of the joining portions 15 and 16 by applying a pushing force to a predetermined margin Y with a predetermined upset pressure. At that time, since the reduced-diameter portion 10d of the connecting portion 10c is extended toward the flange member 11 and located radially inward of the joining portions 15 and 16, like the above embodiment, a burr is generated only radially outside of the joining portions 15 and 16 when the friction welding is carried out, and no burr is generated inside the catalyst converter 2.

Next, a third embodiment of the invention will be explained based on Figs. 13 to 15. In the following description, only portion different from the above embodiment will be explained, and the same or corresponding portions will be designated with the same symbols, and explanation thereof will be omitted.

In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 13A, the pipe-like blank is subjected to spinning working so that at least one of the cone portion 10b and the connecting portion 10c are formed into the final shape and size as shown in Fig. 13B. A size of a portion which will become the step-like joining portion 15 is set such that the portion projecting from one surface of the flange member 11 can be inserted into joining portion 15. Next, as shown in Fig. 13C, a portion of the connecting portion 10c from the cone portion 10b to the axially intermediate portion is further drawn into the finally desired outer diameter, and the forming roller 81 is once
retreated radially outward. The connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter is formed such that a diameter of the portion 10d of the connecting portion 10c from the axially intermediate portion to the tip end thereof is increased relatively over the entire periphery. In the case of this embodiment, the joining portion 15 of the container 10 of the catalyst converter comprises a tip end surface and an inner peripheral surface of the connecting portion 10c formed so as to be increased in diameter relatively. The joining portion 16 of the flange member 11 comprises a periphery of a portion projecting from one surface thereof and an outer peripheral surface of this portion. It is preferable to set an inner diameter of the connecting portion 10c from the cone portion 10b to the axially intermediate portion thereof and an inner diameter of the flange member 11 substantially equal to each other. The tip end of the portion projecting from the one surface of the flange member 11 is set such that it does not come into contact with the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter.

Then, as shown in Fig. 13D, the pipe-like blank which will become the container 10 of the catalyst converter formed with the connecting portion 10c having one cone portion 10b and the joining portion 15 and the flange member 11 formed with the joining portion 16 are supported by the support apparatus, and the center axes are disposed so as to coincide with the coaxial extension line. In a state in which the container 10 of the catalyst
converter is clamped and fixed by a clamper 93, the flange member 11 is moved in the axial direction while being rotated, the flange member 11 is insertingly fit outside the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter. Then, as shown in Fig. 13E, the friction welding is carried out for softening and welding the contacted end surfaces of both the joining portions 15 and 16 by applying a pushing force to a predetermined margin with a predetermined upset pressure. At that time, since the portion of the flange member 11 projecting from one surface thereof is extended toward the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter and located radially inward of both the joining portions 15 and 16, like the above embodiment, a burr is generated only radially outside of the joining portions 15 and 16 when friction welding is carried out, and no burr is generated inside the catalyst converter 2. When the inner diameter of the flange member 11 and the inner diameter of the connecting portion 10c from the cone portion 10b to the axially intermediate portion are set substantially equal to each other, it is possible reduce the flow resistance of the fluid such as exhaust gas flowing through the exhaust system.

In this embodiment, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15, it is preferable to form a groove 11c in an outer periphery of a base end of a portion projecting from one surface of the flange member 11. By forming the groove 11c, at a time of friction welding the joining portions 15 and 16, a material of the connecting portion
10c of the container of the catalyst converter is softened, and the material flows into the groove 11c of the flange member 11 and is welded. Therefore, it is possible to strengthen the junction between the flange member 11 and the connecting portion 10c of the container of the catalyst converter.

Next, a fourth embodiment of the invention will be explained with reference to Fig. 16 based on a case in which both the hollow members to be joined are pipes 30 and 31 used in an exhaust system or the like. In the following description, only portion different from the above embodiment will be explained, and the same or corresponding portions will be designated with the same symbols, and explanation thereof will be omitted.

In each of Figs. 16A, 16B, 16D, and 16E, a left side pipe will be referred to as "one pipe 30," and a right side pipe will be referred to as "the other pipe 31." As shown in Fig. 16A, straight pipes having substantially the same diameter are used as the pipes 30 and 31.

As shown in Fig. 16B, the forming roller 81 is moved rightward in Fig. 16B by a predetermined length in the axial direction from a predetermined position in the vicinity of a tip end toward the tip end of the one pipe 30 while relatively revolving the forming roller 81, so as to subject the one pipe 30 to spinning working to reduce its diameter. Next, as shown in Fig. 16C, the forming roller is moved leftward in Fig. 16C by a predetermined length in the axial direction from the tip end of the one pipe 30 while
relatively revolving the forming roller 81 so as to subject the one pipe 30 to spinning working to reduce its diameter. With this operation, the annular joining portion 15 projecting radially outward is formed on a portion of the one pipe 30 in the vicinity of the tip end. When portions of the joining portion 15 in Fig. 16 to its left and right are reduced in diameter, material of one pipe 30 is gathered by moving the forming roller 81 toward the joining portion 15 in the axial direction. Therefore, the joining portion 15 can have sufficient thickness in the axial direction and in the radial direction for friction welding with respect to the joining portion 16 of the other pipe 31.

As shown in Fig. 16B, the forming roller 31 is moved leftward in Fig. 16B by a predetermined length in the axial direction from a predetermined position in the vicinity of a tip end toward the tip end of the other pipe 31 while relatively revolving the forming roller 81, so as to subject the other pipe 31 to spinning working to reduce its diameter. An original diameter of the tip end of the other pipe 31 is maintained, and the joining portion 16 is constituted by a tip end surface of the other pipe 31.

As shown in Fig. 16D, both the pipes 30 and 31 formed in the above-described manner are disposed such that their center axes coincide with the coaxial extension line, they are moved in the axial direction closer to each other while rotating relatively about the axis. As shown in Fig. 16E, the one pipe 30 is inserted into the other pipe 31, and friction welding is carried out by
softening and welding the contacted end surfaces of the joining portions 15 and 16 by applying a pushing force to a predetermined margin Y with a predetermined upset pressure. At that time, since a portion 30d of the one pipe 30 extends from the joining portion 15 to the tip end so as to be positioned radially inward of the joining portions 15 and 16, a burr is generated only radially outside the joining portions 15 and 16, and no burr is generated inside the pipes 30 and 31.

Next, a fifth embodiment of the invention will be explained with reference to Fig. 17 based on a case in which the hollow members to be joined are inner pipe 40 and an outer pipe 41 constituting a double hollow product used for the catalyst converter 2 of the exhaust system. In the following description, only portion different from the above embodiment will be explained, and the same or corresponding portions will be designated with the same symbols, and explanation thereof will be omitted.

In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 17A, a pipe-like blank having a size capable of accommodating the catalyst carrier 12 is subjected to spinning working while revolving the forming roller 81 relatively. Accordingly, the inner pipe 40 is integrally formed with cone portions 40b which is tapered toward opposite ends of the inner pipe 40 from an accommodating portion 40a of the catalyst carrier 12 and reduced-diameter connecting portions 40c disposed on opposite ends. An end of each of the connecting portion 40c is increased in diameter radially outward, thereby
forming the joining portion 15. As shown in Fig. 17B, a cylindrical blank constituting the outer pipe 41 is disposed outside of the inner pipe 40 formed in this manner at a predetermined distance from the accommodating portion 40a of the catalyst carrier 12 of the inner pipe 40 in the radial direction. Then, as shown in Fig. 17C, by repeatedly subjecting the outer pipe 41 to the spinning working while revolving the forming roller 81 relatively, the outer pipe 41 is reduced in diameter while maintaining a predetermined distance in the radial direction between the accommodating portion 40a for the catalyst carrier 12, the tapered cone portions 40b, and the connecting portions 40c of the inner pipe 40. At that time, an end of the outer pipe 41 substantially coincides with a boundary of the diameter-increased portion 15 of the end formed on the connecting portion 40c of the inner pipe 40, which constitutes the joining portion 16. Thereafter, as shown in Fig. 17D, by carrying out the spinning working while revolving the forming roller 81, the diameter-increased portion of the end formed on the connecting portion 40c of the inner pipe 40 is turned back, and the end of the outer pipe 41 is sandwiched and clamped between the connecting portion 40c of the inner pipe and the turned back portion 15 in such a manner that air-tightness can be maintained.

In a state in which the end 16 of the outer pipe 41 is sandwiched and clamped between the connecting portion 40c of the inner pipe and the turned back portion 15, the inner pipe 40 and
the outer pipe 41 are pressed by the forming roller 81 while being relatively revolved about the axis, and the joining portions 15 and 16 of both the pipes 40 and 41 are joined to each other by the friction welding.

Next, a sixth embodiment of the invention will be explained with reference to Fig. 18 based on a case in which the hollow members to be joined are inner pipe 40' and an outer pipe 41' constituting a double straight pipes used for the exhaust system. In the following description, only portion different from the above embodiment will be explained, and the same or corresponding portions will be designated with the same symbols, and explanation thereof will be omitted.

In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 18A, by moving the forming roller 81 in the axial direction with respect to the pipe-like blank so as to gather material thereof toward an axially intermediate position while relatively revolving the forming roller 81, an annular projection 15' projecting radially outward for constituting the joining portion 15 is formed on the inner pipe 40' in its axially intermediate portion. As shown in Fig. 18B, the outer pipe 41' is fitted over the inner pipe 40' formed with the projection 15' at a predetermined distance from the inner pipe 40' in the radial direction. Then, as shown in Fig. 18C, an end of the outer pipe 41' is reduced in diameter so that the end comes into contact with the projection 15' of the inner pipe 40' by relatively revolving the forming roller 81. Thereafter, the
projection 15' formed on the inner pipe 40' is inclined while relatively revolving the 81, an end of the outer pipe 41' is sandwiched and clamped between the joining portion 15 formed by the projection 15' and an outer peripheral surface of the inner pipe 40', thereby joining the two pipes. In this embodiment also, like the embodiment shown in Fig. 17, the inner and outer pipes are pushed by the forming roller 81 while relatively rotating the pipes about the axis, and the joining portions 15 and 16 of both the pipes 40' and 41' can be joined to each other by friction welding.

The invention is not limited to the above embodiments, and can be applied to a system requiring flow efficiency of fluid. That is, the invention is suitable for a fluid processing system having a functional material as the processing function portion for subjecting flowing fluid to a predetermined processing by bringing the fluid into contact with the function material to exert physical effect and/or chemical effect on the fluid. Application includes, in addition to the catalyst for causing chemical reaction such as oxidation-reduction with respect to exhaust fluid as the processing function portion, an exhaust system having a muffler for reducing noise, and an intake system having a filter for physically separating the intake fluid. The invention can also be applied to other fluid processing system such as a combustion engine other than one for a vehicle only if the system has a processing function portion for subjecting flowing fluid to
a predetermined processing. The fluid itself is not limited to
gas, and the state of material is not limited as long as the fluid
has flowability such as mixture of liquid and gas and/or liquid
and power including small solid.
CLAIMS:

1. A hollow product comprising hollow members joined to each other for allowing fluid to flow therein, wherein
   one of said hollow member is formed with a joining portion to be joined to the other hollow member by spinning working.

2. A hollow product according to claim 2, wherein
   said joining portion of said one hollow member formed by the spinning working is joined to said other hollow member by friction welding.

3. A hollow product according to claim 2, wherein
   either one of said hollow members is extended so as to be disposed radially inward of said joining portion.

4. A fluid processing system comprising hollow members joined to each other, at least one of said hollow members having a processing function portion for subjecting fluid flowing in said hollow member to a predetermined processing, wherein
   one of said hollow members is formed with a joining portion to be joined to the other hollow member by spinning working.

5. A fluid processing system according to claim 4, wherein
   said joining portion of said one hollow member formed by the spinning working is joined to said other hollow member by friction welding.
6. A fluid processing system according to claim 5, wherein
   either one of said hollow members is extended so as to be
   disposed radially inward of said joining portion.

7. A method for joining hollow members to each other for allowing
   fluid to flow therein, comprising the steps of:
   forming a joining portion on one of said hollow members by
   spinning working; and
   joining said joining portion of said one hollow member to the
   other hollow member by friction welding.

8. A joining method according to claim 7, wherein
   at least one of said hollow member has a processing function
   portion for subjecting fluid flowing in hollow member to a
   predetermined processing.

9. A joining method according to claim 7, wherein
   in said step for joining the hollow member by friction welding,
   the joining portion is formed on said one hollow member so that
   either one of said hollow members is disposed radially inward of
   said joining portion.

10. A joining method according to claim 9, wherein
    at least one of said hollow member has a processing function
    portion for subjecting fluid flowing in hollow member to a
    predetermined processing.
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